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Forging new bonds
For the inexperienced,
investing in private debt
can be a daunting prospect.
Whether taken as part of
a fixed income strategy, or
viewed as part of traditional
private equity, the asset class
– and the various degrees
of risk it entails – can be
difficult to quantify. That
said, the level of complexity depends on the kinds of
investments you make. For
private debt, it rarely gets
more esoteric than the collateralised loan
obligation.
CLOs – broadly defined as securities
backed by low-rated corporate loans where
investors buy tranches of varying risk – are
often misunderstood. The name itself arguably invites misinterpretation, thanks to the
similar-sounding collateralised debt obligations – an umbrella term entailing a range
of asset-backed securities (including the
maligned mortgage-backed securities synonymous with the Global Financial Crisis).
While CLOs are distinct from CDOs in
several important aspects, the market still
suffered from the fallout following the crisis
as regulators cracked down indiscriminately
and investors lost their appetite for exotic
financial products.
But now the CLO market is back. Fundraising has been strong for the past four years
and a renewed peak in 2017 saw CLO-focused
funds reaching a final close raise a combined
$17.8 billion, according to PDI data. This was
despite a long shadow cast over fundraising by
the prospect of CLO managers being subject
to risk retention rules under the Dodd-Frank
Act (see p. 10). That threat went away after
the US Court of Appeals ruled in favour of

the Loan Syndications
and Trading Association’s
argument against “skin in
the game” requirements.
So far in 2018, CLO
fundraising has not
reached the levels seen in
2017. However, we did see
CBAM close its $1 billion
CLO, while at the time of
going to press The Carlyle
Group announced the closure of Carlyle US CLO
2018-1 at $611 million
(the timing of the announcement means the
figure is not reflected in our fundraising data
on p. 12).
The US market could yet reap more benefits from a benevolent regulatory environment, particularly in the mid-market (see
p. 8). Meanwhile, incumbent European managers can take advantage of the fact the barrier
to entry remains high on the continent (see
p. 14). Investors, with a growing appetite for
diversified exposure to the US and European
loan markets, now recognise the value in
product that can be tailored to their specific
mandates – provided they can find a manager
with the right chemistry.
Enjoy the report.

Andrew Woodman

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
HAVE YOUR SAY
andrew.woodman@peimedia.com
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OVERVIEW

CLO talking points
CLO-focused vehicles account for a fraction of overall private debt activity, yet they are
growing in significance. Andrew Woodman examines the major themes of the report

US funds face fewer regulations
February was a good month for the CLO
industry. After a long period of uncertainty,
the US Court of Appeals ruled that CLO funds
would be exempt from complying with DoddFrank Act risk-retention rules. The deadline
for regulators to appeal that decision has
already passed. How much fuel this will add
to an already heated market is unclear. Fears

that regulators could force CLO managers to
retain risk capital on all securities issued have
done little to dampen appetite thus far. As our
analysis on p. 10 reveals, 2017 was a record
year for CLOs in the US – with $117 billion in
new issuance, according to Thomson Reuters
LPC – and there is good reason to believe that
2018 will be no different.

Europe still on a leash
While US-managers have been unshackled
from a regulation covering risk retention,
equivalent rules in Europe remain in place.
On the face of it, European CLO funds face
a greater administrative and financial burden
as teams work to comply with regulations.
The flip side is that it has created a higher

barrier for entry to the European market, a
distinct advantage for incumbents. However,
European investors may find it more difficult
to gain exposure to the US CLO market as
smaller, Stateside managers forgo European
investment to avoid having to comply with
EU rules.

Competition is getting more aggressive
As CLO activity ramps up more players
will be vying for fewer deals. According to
industry professionals, another headwind
facing the CLO market, is loan supply.
The most selective managers are also looking to avoid aggressive terms, as strong
demand from investors shifts pricing

in favour of borrowers. The market will
favour managers who can generate returns
through active management and can differentiate themselves with strong risk controls,
credit selection and an ability to provide
access to new collateral through market
relationships.

CLOs are gaining traction with a wider group of LPs
The CLO market is finding broader appeal
among a growing community of institutional
investors and asset owners. The asset class
is also attractive to a wide range of investor
types – including banks, insurance groups,
asset managers, private equity houses and
asset managers – looking for floating rate
assets in a rising rate environment. Investors
4
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increasingly find they are better placed to
meet their mandate objectives by having
access to a tranched structure with a range
of risk profiles. Asian LPs, which had previously withdrawn from the market in the
wake of the global financial crisis, have now
rekindled their interest in CLOs by taking
senior portions of capital structures.

DATA

CLOS IN NUMBERS

Ready to grow
The relatively small fundraising figures for CLO-focused
private debt funds belie a larger opportunity

$180bn
$17.8bn

Total capital raised by
private debt funds in 2017

Total capital raised by
CLO-focused private debt funds
in 2017

$2.1bn
$3.5bn

Largest fund
close in 2017:
Antares CLO
2017-1

Largest fund
close to date:
Monroe Capital
CLO 2014

$1bn

Largest
fund in 2018
so far: CBAM
CLO Fund

Source: PDI

TOTAL CLO AUM* BY REGION
(APRIL 2018)

87%
US
*All investor types
Source: Thomson Reuters LPC

13%
EUROPE

TOTAL CLO AUM* BY VINTAGE
(APRIL 2018)

86%
CLOs issued
after 2014

14%
CLOs issued
before 2014
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CLO NEWS

In the tranches

The leading CLO news stories over the past 12 months
Carlyle completes US,
European CLOs

HOOPP pledges to invest
$300m in CIFC CLOs

The Carlyle Group closed a $613 million
broadly syndicated loan CLO arranged
by Morgan Stanley and a €464 million
CLO by Citigroup. The deals marked its
third in the US and second in Europe,
respectively. Both concentrate heavily
on senior secured debt. The US deal
mandates a minimum 90 percent of
exposure to such investments, which also
must be first lien, while the European
CLO requires 96 percent exposure to
senior secured securities, according
to pre-sale reports by Moody’s rating
agency.

Healthcare of Ontario Pension Plan and
CIFC teamed up to make $375 million
of equity investments to support the
firm’s new CLO issuances. Through
the alliance – CIFC Strategic Partners
II – the retirement plan agreed to take
majority positions in the CLOs. HOOPP
made a $300 million commitment,
according to a filing, while CIFC
put forward $75 million, which will
support $7.5 billion of new issuances
in the coming years. The fund is a
capitalised majority-owned affiliate
formed specifically to address the new
capital requirements of US and EU risk
retention rules, CIFC said.
A new HOOPP: Toronto-based pension fund
enters CLO partnership

AUG 2017

SEP 2017

DEC 2017
US purchase: London-based Hayfin
bags New York’s Kingsland

Alcentra’s Lambert joins
Post Advisory to launch
CLO desk
Post Advisory Group
launched a collateralised
loan obligation business,
tapping Bill Lambert,
formerly Alcentra Group’s
head of US loans, to run it.
While at Alcentra, Lambert
oversaw $8 billion in senior
loan assets, half of which
were from CLOs, Los
Angeles-based Post said.
Other investment products
offered by the firm, which
manages $17 billion, include
multiple high-yield strategies
and a senior loan group.

6
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BNP closes €361m
CLO fund
BNP Paribas Asset
Management, the investment
management arm of BNP
Paribas, closed BNPP AM Euro
CLO 2017, a €361 million
securitisation vehicle that will
invest in a diversified portfolio
of syndicated leveraged loans
to European corporates.
The fund is the fourth new
generation CLO closed by
the firm, two in Europe and
two in the US. The vehicle will
consist of a minimum of 95
percent secured senior loans
with the balance made up of
unsecured loans, second-lien
loans and mezzanine loans.

Hayfin signs deal to buy US CLO manager
London-based credit platform Hayfin Capital
Management agreed to acquire a US CLO specialist.
Hayfin’s purchase of Kingsland Capital Management
for an undisclosed sum establishes a footprint for the
company in the US CLO market. At the time of the deal,
Kingsland managed approximately $1 billion in CLOs.
The acquisition brings Hayfin’s total AUM to about
€10 billion. Kingsland is a New York-headquartered
investment manager founded in 2005 by Joyce
DeLucca. Since its founding it has issued over $3 billion
of CLOs across seven vehicles. Under the terms of
the deal, Kingsland will operate as a wholly owned
subsidiary of Hayfin.

TWO-MINUTE
ANALYSIS
YEAR

York targets $2bn for CLO fund

Alcentra closes third credit opps
fund above target

York Capital Management launched a new strategy
initially targeting mezzanine tranches and equity
components of US CLOs. The New York-based firm
is seeking $2 billion for its York Structured Credit
Opportunities Fund, meeting materials from the San
Bernardino County Employees’ Retirement Association
revealed. The vehicle, in addition to CLOs, will also
invest in European CLOs, CLO warehouses, synthetic
credit default swap tranche trades and collateralised
debt obligations. Investments will be made on both the
primary and secondaries market.
Hamilton: exploiting
inefficiences

Carlyle raises $800m ahead of
favourable 2018 CLO outlook
The Carlyle Group closed its Carlyle Structured
Credit Fund, which will invest in CLOs consisting of
US and European senior secured loans managed by
third parties. Carlyle issued four US CLOs in 2017,
with a $613 million broadly syndicated deal priced in
early December. The CLO consists of 150-200 credits
and is risk retention compliant through purchasing a
vertical strip of the CLO funded by the firm’s balance
sheet and the personnel managing the deal.

JAN 2018

Alcentra reached a final close of
its third credit opportunities fund,
70 percent above target, at $513
million. Clareant Structured Credit
Opportunities Fund III had an initial
target of $300 million. The fund brings
total assets under management in
Alcentra’s structured credit platform
to $4.5 billion. The fund’s investors
included sovereign wealth funds,
public and corporate pension funds
from Asia, Europe, the Middle East
and US. Hiram Hamilton, senior
portfolio manager and global head
of structured credit at Alcentra, said:
“The global structured credit markets
have significant inefficiencies, where
we have been able to consistently
generate superior returns.”

MAR 2018

MAY 2018

Wellfleet Credit Partners closes
third 2017 CLO at $409m

Permira prices €362.5m
ethical CLO

Wellfleet Credit Partners closed its final CLO of
2017 at $409 million. The CLO was Wellfleet’s third
vehicle last year and sixth CLO issuance overall.
The firm, the performing credit business of special
situations investor Littlejohn & Company, closed its
first CLO in 2015 and priced two more in 2016. The
latest CLO vehicle will have a two-year non-call and
a five-year reinvestment period with a final maturity
of 13 years. As with the firm’s previous issuances,
the CLO is backed by syndicated senior secured
loans, including Fitch-rated and Moody-rated AAA
senior notes, totalling $368 million.

Permira Debt Managers priced its
latest CLO, worth €362.5 million. The
Providus CLO I claims to be one of
the first CLOs in Europe to contain
environmental and social governance
eligibility criteria. ESG criteria place
restrictions on the types of industries
that funds can invest in for ethical
reasons, for example, barring
investment in weapons manufacturers
or tobacco companies. PDM said
Providus CLO I is the first “2.0 CLO”
and the beginning of its new CLO
management platform.
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MID-MARKET CLOS

Sizing up the middle
CLOs offer attractive alternatives for investors looking to gain exposure to
mid-market debt. David Heilbrunn, Churchill Asset Management’s head of product
development and capital raising, and Shai Vichness, the company’s chief financial officer,
give us their insights
When David Heilbrunn started talking
about mid-market CLOs at conferences
several years ago, hardly anyone showed
up. At a recent conference, he faced a ballroom filled with over 500 attendees eager
to hear what he and other panellists had to
say, evidence of surging interest.
Churchill provides senior and unitranche
debt financing to the mid-market, securitising those loans into CLOs alongside private
funds and separate accounts that it manages
on behalf of a diverse group of investors.
Churchill is a majority-owned affiliate of
Nuveen, a TIAA subsidiary which has $967
billion in assets under management, including $209 billion in alternatives. Heilbrunn
and Shai Vichness discuss the current state
of mid-market CLOs with PDI.

Q

How has the US CLO opportunity evolved
since you first started making these

investments?

David Heilbrunn: Over the past two
decades, the CLO market has grown substantially and today accounts for a significant
portion of overall leveraged loan issuance.
Strong historical performance, including
throughout the financial crisis, has validated
and helped to transition the asset class to a
mainstream marketplace that offers global
credit investors a wide array of attractive
risk/return investment opportunities.
Middle market CLOs today represent a
growing but still relatively small portion of
the overall CLO marketplace. As investors
continue their search for yield, the historical performance of middle market loans has
led to increased investor comfort, which
8
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middle market CLOs has grown and continues to be popular with investors globally, a trend we do not expect to diminish
any time soon. Middle market CLOs also
provide investors with enhanced duration
as compared with what the underlying loans
offer, which is especially attractive to investors looking to match longer-dated liability
streams.

Q

How do middle market CLOs compare
with other assets within a private debt

portfolio?
David Heilbrunn

is expected to fuel the continued growth
in middle market CLO issuance over the
foreseeable future.

Q

What do you see as the factors behind the
recent growth of the CLO market?

DH: Investor focus on sourcing attractive
investment opportunities continues to be
a significant growth driver for the CLO
market, as these transactions offer a clear
yield premium over similarly rated alternatives. Additionally, CLOs have been tested
through a challenging period, demonstrating the durability of the asset class. This
performance has improved overall investor
comfort with the space which, in turn, has
helped to drive overall demand.
Middle market loan CLOs offer
enhanced economics with relatively conservative structures, especially when compared with the more liquid and broadly syndicated markets. The stable performance of
the asset class lends itself to appropriately
structured leverage. As a result, interest in

DH: Middle market loans enjoy the
benefit of capital structure seniority, relatively conservative structures (especially
when compared to broadly syndicated
loans), small club-like lender groups and
floating rates of interest. Middle market
loans also exhibit favourable correlation
statistics, especially when compared with
public equities, high yield bonds and even
broadly syndicated loans. As such, including middle market loans in a diversified
portfolio not only provides attractive yield
opportunities but also dampens overall
portfolio volatility resulting in improved
Sharpe ratios and overall portfolio performance.
It is important to note that not all
investors are set up to retain straight loan
risk. For these investors, middle market
CLOs provide attractive alternatives in the
form of both rated and unrated investment
opportunities allowing investors access to
the middle market loan asset class in manageable sizes and by taking varying degrees
of risk and resulting return.

FEATURE

Q

What risks do you see in mid-market
CLOs?

Shai Vichness: There are important differences between middle market loans and
broadly syndicated loans, especially as it
relates to risk. In terms of liquidity, the
two are very different, as there is generally no active secondary market for middle
market loans.
As a result, middle market loan investors
adopt more of a buy-and-hold approach
versus a trading mentality. In cases of credit
deterioration, the performance of middle
market loans are significantly impacted by a
manager’s ability to work out or restructure
a given loan. This means that risk must be
managed much earlier in the process. As
such, it is critical that middle market loan
managers possess the requisite experience
and resources to manage their portfolios in
challenging credit environments.
Over the past few years, a significant
amount of capital has been raised in the
middle market space with the establishment of a variety of new platforms. These
new platforms have not been tested through
a downturn, so it remains to be seen how
they will perform when credit conditions
become more challenging. Do they have the
resources needed to deal with problems in
their portfolio? Do they have the requisite
experience to optimise outcomes?

Q

What impacts do you see from the US
exempting CLOs from risk retention rules?

SV: We expect the changes to US riskretention requirements to have a meaningful impact on the broadly syndicated portion of the CLO market. Managers who
previously found it challenging to source
capital in compliance with the regulations
will now find it easier to issue transactions
without the need to co-invest. The resulting
increase in broadly syndicated CLO issuance
will bring more liquidity to this market at
a point in the cycle when conditions are
already frothy. Overall market conditions


Shai Vichness

and investor appetite for these loans have
fuelled higher levels of leverage, weaker
covenant protections – over 75 percent of
the broadly syndicated market is currently
covenant-lite – and compressed yields.
Risk-retention funds, vehicles raised
to assist managers in complying with the
capital requirements of the regulations,
are likely to face challenges as targeted
managers no longer require incremental
capital to issue transactions.
For middle market managers who
tend to use CLOs as a funding source to
diversify their balance sheets, we do not
expect there to be a significant impact
from the relaxation of US risk-retention
rules. Most middle market CLOs are made
up of directly-originated collateral versus
collateral sourced on a secondary basis. As
such, these transactions still need to comply
with US risk-retention requirements.
However, since a good portion of middle
market CLOs are sponsored by firms with
a significant appetite for the risk, continued
compliance with US risk-retention requirements should not reduce the availability of
capital to the asset class.

Q

How has the CLO investor base changed
over time, and how difficult is it to edu-

cate investors about the current CLO market?

DH: The CLO investor base has witnessed substantial growth over time.

Today, a wide array of institutional
investors and asset owners are driving
executions. Lately, several large Asian
investors have rekindled their interest
in the senior portions of CLO capital
structures.These investors had served as
an important part of the CLO market
before the global financial crisis, but are
only now just returning to the market.
Because CLOs proved their mettle after
the crisis, the resurgence of these investors has resulted in tighter liability pricing across the CLO market.
The unrated or equity portions of the
CLO capital structure have also experienced significant growth in demand
as investors search for attractive risk/
return opportunities in a low yield environment. Fund of funds, including riskretention funds, family offices, high-net
-worth individuals and large institutional
investors have demonstrated significant
appetite for the generous returns offered
by the product relative to comparable
alternatives.

Q

Does the prospect of a turn in the cycle
or another global recession factor into

your CLO strategy?

DH: Most market participants agree
that we are in the later innings of a fairly
benign credit cycle. As such, when considering the appropriate test levels to
include in a new transaction, it’s advisable to include structural flexibility for if
– and when – credit fundamentals deteriorate. This is especially important in
middle market CLO transactions. For
example, since most middle market loans
are not explicitly rated, managers must
secure rating estimates for each loan in
the CLO’s portfolio. As we experienced
in the 2008-10 timeframe, the rating
agencies can be quick to downgrade these
estimates, so it is important to ensure
middle market CLO transactions have
ample room for credit downgrades. n
P D I CLO Report | July/Aug 2018
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REGULATION

Continental drift
The LSTA won a rare victory over the
US regulators in February, but what is
good news for American CLO managers
is potentially bad news for European
investors. Aaron Woolner reports

T

he February US Court of Appeals
ruling in favour of the Loan Syndications and Trading Association
(LSTA) argument that collateralised loan
obligations, should not be forced to comply
with “skin in the game” requirements of
the Dodd-Frank Act was an unusual, if not
unprecedented, loss for US regulators.
“It’s not that common for a rule like this
to be completely overturned by the courts,
the standards to do so are high,” says Paul
St Lawrence, Washington-based partner at
law firm Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton.
According to the lawyer it was far from clear
at the outset that the industry body would
succeed.
“There is a high degree of deference to
the regulators from the courts, particularly
when it comes to interpreting statutes and
how to apply them. To win requires showing that the regulators have gone beyond
the authority granted them or have been
unreasonable in their interpretation of the
statutory language. Everyone viewed the
lawsuit as a worthy endeavour, but one that
ultimately had a relatively low chance of success given that threshold.”
Since December 2016, US CLO managers, the largest buyers of leveraged loans,
have been required to hold 5 percent of risk
10 PDI CLO Report | July/Aug 2018

“NOW A LOT OF
MANAGERS ARE ASKING
THE QUESTION: ‘IF WE
DON’T NEED TO COMPLY
WITH THE US RULES, IS
EXPOSURE TO ONE OR
TWO EU INVESTORS ON
ANY GIVEN DEAL REALLY
WORTH US HAVING TO
HOLD 5 PERCENT WHEN
WE DON’T WANT
TO DO THAT?’”
Chris Duerden

retention capital in all securities issued as
part of a broader move for increased regulatory oversight of the originate and distribute
securitisation model blamed for much of
the financial crisis.
The LSTA fought back with a three-anda-half year legal campaign arguing that the
unique structure was different in how it
approached risk transfer versus traditional
asset backed structures, such as based on
underlying assets of motor insurance, or
credit cards.
“Cars, or cards, of the vast number of
typical securitisations, more often than not,

are undertaken by a sponsor or an originator.Whereas an open market CLO is quite
different because the manager is acquiring
assets in the market and has not originated
those assets in any way,” says Lee Shaiman,
executive director at the LSTA.
In any case, according to Deborah Festa,
Los Angeles-based partner in law firm Milbank’s alternative assets practice, the fee
structure used by a CLO manager already
aligns their interests with investors. “CLO
managers get paid at three levels; their base
management fee, a subordinated management fee which is paid after interest on the
secured notes, but before the equity gets
any payment. Then they have the potential
to receive an incentive fee after the equity
reaches a certain target return.That whole
compensation model is designed to create
incentives for the manager to perform well
and have its interests aligned with investors.”
EUROPEAN MIGRAINES

While the court ruling provides relief for
managers with a US client base, it is creating a headache for those managers looking
to sell their paper into the EU where risk
retention rules are still in place for CLOs.
According to data from Wells Fargo, 40
percent of US CLOs last year were dual

ANALYSIS

all these equity funds that were setup as
majority owned affiliates of the manager
to raise capital to buy horizontal strips.
These funds still have a mandate to purchase CLO equity.”
This point was picked up by Shaiman
who says that publicity around the risk
retention issue pulled in new investor
groups to the sector. These investors
who went on to fund the risk retention
equity strips of high-profile managers
such as Neuberger Berman, Seix Investment Advisors and Blue Mountain Capital Management and therefore still have
“skin” in the CLO game.
“Many managers raised capital from a
new investor base to fund the risk retention portion of the CLO and that capital
is likely to remain in the asset class. So, in
a strange way CLOs have benefited from
the risk retention rules introduction, and
the asset class will now get another boost
from their demise,” says Shaiman.
“The end of the risk retention rules
reduces the regulatory and frictional
costs of issuing CLOs, as well as ending
the economic cost to managers of having
to put up capital. Firms now have more
resources to focus on their business,
which is managing credit risk in CLO
structures. That is what their clients hire
them to do.” n

“IN A STRANGE WAY CLOs
HAVE BENEFITED FROM
THE RISK RETENTION RULES
INTRODUCTION, AND THE
ASSET CLASS WILL NOW
GET ANOTHER BOOST
FROM THEIR DEMISE”
Lee Shaiman

of circumstances to become European risk
retention rule compliant.”
The US CLO market thrived in 2017
despite the introduction of risk retention,
with total issuance hitting $117 billion,
according to Thomson Reuters LPC, close
to the 2014 record. Meanwhile, first quarter figures for 2018 are even higher than
12 months previously.
BUSY MARKET

St Lawrence says it is difficult to increase
further, even when regulators announced
at the end of March they would not be
appealing the ruling, but the long-term
CLO market prognosis is good.
“The market was already very busy,
but the ruling is certainly going to make
executions simpler and keep costs down.
One knock-on effect of having the rule in
place for 15 months was a proliferation of

UNFETTERED AND UNFAZED
US CLO issuance thrived in 2017, despite the introduction of risk-retention rules
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compliant with European risk retention
rules, and while it probably makes sense
for large firms with multiple product lines
into the trading block to continue doing so,
other managers may reconsider.
For Chris Duerden, Charlottesvillebased partner at law firm Dechert, the
end result could be detrimental for European investors looking to get access to US
CLO paper. He says that one of the initial
reactions from a lot of US-based managers
following the LSTA ruling, is that if they
do not have to comply with risk retention
rules in the US then they would rather not
sell their deals into Europe because of the
additional capital costs.
“Before the LSTA ruling there was likely
to be more of a landscape of managers
which were willing to be EU compliant
because certain structures could be set up
to meet both US and European risk retention rules.That meant managers could hold
5 percent against one piece of credit risk,”
says Duerden.
“Now a lot of managers are asking the
question: ‘If we don’t need to comply with
the US rules, is exposure to one or two EU
investors on any given deal really worth us
having to hold 5 percent when we don’t
want to do that?’ My sense is that the longterm options for EU investors will narrow.”
Duerden’s view is backed by Shaiman
who says firms without strong existing relationships with the EU will be re-examining
their plans to market in Europe following the court case. The executive director
points to the potential for tactical issuance
depending on the relative price of loans in
Europe versus the US but that strategic
moves will be less likely due to the issue
of risk retention capital.
“Very few US managers will be European risk retention compliant in the long
term following the ruling unless there is a
significant difference in the cost of European originated liabilities – so in other
words if it improves the arbitrage it may
entice US managers in a certain number

Source: Thomson Reuters LPC
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Structured realities
PDI fundraising data show CLO-focused funds remain a small yet dynamic niche
within the broader private debt space
UNEVEN ROADS
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Fundraising for CLO-focused private debt vehicles has seen a rise over the past five years, if not a consistent one
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TOP OF THE STACK
More than half of the biggest CLO funds are focused exclusively on North American and European opportunities
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Award-winning European credit manager.
Unlocking opportunities in the structured
finance markets.

CLO expertise Proven track record
Multiple return drivers
Historically low correlation to major markets
Seasoned team with experience through
multiple credit cycles
www.seronecapital.com
For more information, please contact ir@seronecapital.com
or +44(0) 20 3405 7350
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MARKET COMPARISONS

Regional reflections
Divergences in risk retention and loan market size can mean making heads and tails of
CLOs on both sides of the Atlantic is tough. Andrew Bellis, managing director in Partners
Group’s Americas private debt division, compares the two markets

Q

How does the CLO market differ
between the US and Europe?

The differences between the US and European CLO markets tend to be driven by
the differences in the underlying loan
markets. If you look at the European
CLO market, investors get exposure to
far fewer managers than in the US and
the underlying loan portfolios are more
concentrated. This is because in the US,
the loan market is substantially bigger, in
terms of both volume and number of loans,
and much more liquid. Syndication is more
controlled by investment banks, and there
are many, many more players who invest
in the market.

Q

What benefits do LPs get from investing in CLOs?

I think it depends on which part of the

capital structure the LPs are investing
in, and also varies by the type of investor
the LP is. In general, it is a way for an LP
to get a broadly diversified exposure to
either the US or European loan markets
where they can tailor that exposure based
on their risk-return tolerance and other
considerations.

“IF YOU LOOK AT THE
EUROPEAN CLO MARKET,
INVESTORS GET EXPOSURE
TO FAR FEWER MANAGERS
THAN IN THE US AND
THE UNDERLYING LOAN
PORTFOLIOS ARE MORE
CONCENTRATED”		
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Q

Which type of investment in your mind
offers LPs the best risk-return profile?

I think it depends a lot on who the LP is
and what bucket [in their portfolio] they’re
investing from. There are certainly investors – large insurance companies, banks
and some pensions – that invest in the top
of the CLO capital structure. The view
here would be that, relative to other AAArated assets, a CLO AAA-rated tranche
offers a significant return pick-up and so
they look at this tranche but more out of
a fixed-income allocation.
For other LPs, the bottom part of the
capital structure is a way for them to get
exposure to the loan market at a much
more attractive return because of the
embedded leverage in CLOs. Given the
significantly higher target returns, this may
well come from an alternatives allocation.

FEATURE

It’s also interesting in that case that CLO
equity has somewhat the reverse characteristics of a private equity J-curve. CLO
equity pays cash distributions in the early
years, which produces the majority of the
return.

differences, the markets are developing differently in terms of who invests in the transactions. For US CLOs, the investor base is
almost exclusively US or Asian; for European
CLOs, the investor base is almost exclusively
European with some Asian investors.

Q

Q

What are the risks and challenges LPs

What other regulatory headwinds or tailwinds do you come across?

should keep in mind if they invest in

CLOs?

You run the risk of default and loss in the
loan portfolio.That ultimately leads to the
risk of a reduced return on the investment.
When defaults pick up, it hurts the equity
returns first and then it hurts the rest of
the capital structure. What tends to hurt
CLO equity the most is if you have a sustained, high level of defaults early in the
life of the transaction.That’s really the most
punitive scenario for equity returns.
The other risk is the potential markto-market volatility for investors, particularly if you’re investing in the mezzanine
part of the capital structure. There can
be fairly significant price moves in those
assets. Some investors care a lot about
mark-to-market volatility, some investors
don’t because they view it as a buy-andhold strategy.

Q

Are there certain things investors can
look for when evaluating how individual

managers handle risk?

Investors will have a view on the style
of managers they like or don’t like. Certain investors prefer a more conservative
manager where they view it’s more likely
that they will get their low-double-digit
CLO equity return in their portfolio over
a manager that takes more risk in managing the portfolio. Some CLO managers
may trade the loans more frequently, buy
riskier loans, buy loans that potentially
trade at a discount or are CCC-rated.You
might ultimately have a higher headline
return, but there’s a lot more volatility
associated with that.


Andrew Bellis

Q

How do managers deal with the concerns
around risk retention?

I think the basic assumption is that the US
risk-retention issue has gone away. In Europe,
the whole market is subject to risk retention.
From the manager perspective, it still plays a
barrier to entry in Europe because you must
satisfy risk retention rules to issue what is
effectively a European CLO because you’re
going to be dealing with European investors.
In the US, because risk retention has gone
away, there is probably less of a barrier to
entry. Where I think it gets a little murky
is, if you’re doing a US CLO and you want
to sell it to European investors, you must
comply with European risk-retention rules
and so the benefit of doing that will need
to be assessed. Generally, because of those

“IN THE US, BECAUSE RISK
RETENTION HAS GONE
AWAY, THERE IS PROBABLY
LESS OF A BARRIER TO
ENTRY. WHERE I THINK IT
GETS A LITTLE MURKY IS, IF
YOU’RE DOING A US CLO
AND YOU WANT TO SELL IT
TO EUROPEAN INVESTORS”

In terms of the CLO market or loan market
in general, regulation is going away or easing
off in the US, if you look at how leverage
rules are going to be applied for the banks,
for example, and the roll back of risk retention. For Europe, nothing has really changed.
Regulation has come in and is pretty much
here to stay. So we have a divergence on
where regulations are headed in the US
and Europe.

Q

How does an LP’s CLO portfolio work
alongside its private debt investments?

I think it depends on how investors bucket
CLOs in terms of their allocation. A lot of
investors may view CLO equity differently
to a traditional private debt fund investment.
In a private debt fund, you’re seeking to
generate extra return because you’re investing in highly illiquid assets. In a CLO, you’re
using more “liquid” investments, generally
the debt in larger companies that is syndicated. Therefore, it has a lower return, but
you’re using structural leverage to enhance
that return.
The more leverage you take on, the less
risk you want to take on the asset side. In
a CLO, that’s why you stick to a diverse
portfolio; it’s first lien, senior secured risk
because you need the stability on the asset
side because of the leverage you run.
In a private debt fund, you often see
potentially more junior or smaller company investments because you generate
that higher return through the additional
risk at the asset level rather than through
the additional risk of the leverage on the
structure. n
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Why CLOs cannot
be ignored

CLOs are a crucial consideration for investors seeking diversified, uncorrelated
returns. Neil Servis, CEO of Serone Capital Management, offers his insights

A

couple of questions naturally
follow on from a decision to
invest in corporate credit: firstly,
“What segments of corporate credit
should I consider?”, and secondly, “How
should I structure my exposure to this
asset class?”
For us, broadly syndicated senior
secured loans (BSLLs) made to larger, leveraged corporates offer an appealing balance between risk and reward. According
to data from Morgan Stanley, the market
has grown in recent years to approximately
$1.2 trillion of outstanding obligations. It
is a mature market that has gained significant traction since the financial crisis.
By comparison, PDI data show that direct
lending funds – typified by funds acting as
lenders, usually to small to medium-sized
businesses to disintermediate banks – have
raised $1.14 trillion since 2008 when the
global financial crisis hit.
BSLLs are typically $500 million-$1
billion in issue, with EBITDAs of around
$125 million-$250 million. The syndication process brings together numerous
16 PDI CLO Report | July/Aug 2018

Neil Servis

“CLOs ALLOW INVESTORS
TO CHOOSE THEIR
POSITION IN THE CAPITAL
STRUCTURE, FROM AAA
TO B IN TERMS OF DEBT
SECURITIES. THERE IS
ALSO A SUBORDINATED
EQUITY TRANCHE, WHICH
ACCRUES THE EXCESS
CASHFLOWS”

independent credit investors to scrutinise
all aspects of the proposed transaction.The
lending documentation is derived from
well-known Loan Market Association and
Loan Syndications & Trading Association
templates. Due diligence practices also
follow a well-trodden path.
Furthermore, the nature of the larger
firms involved means that a greater level
of financial reporting transparency may
be achieved. By contrast direct lending is
less likely to involve a syndicate and utilises documentation that could vary significantly from deal to deal. As a result, a
direct lending fund must weigh the cost
of bespoke structuring versus flexibility.
The nature of BSLLs is likely to promote higher underwriting and standards
to satisfy the demands of numerous parties, which may limit the spread that can
be charged but provides clear advantages
from a credit risk perspective. A direct
lender may not have to satisfy multiple
stakeholders and can enter into situations with higher spreads. However, the
borrower in question may be in a better

GUEST COMMENTARY

position to play different lenders against
one another and the absence of a syndicate
could increase the risk of adverse selection.
Liquidity may be a consideration for
some credit market participants. A BSLL
can be sufficiently large so that a ratings
agency can provide ongoing assessments at
a much lower cost than a typical direct loan.
One of the benefits of this is it promotes
secondary market liquidity, which provides
price transparency. This helps to promote
an actively traded market where risk can
be bought and sold. A direct loan, particularly to a niche or small company is likely
to attract a liquidity premium, but there
must be a sufficient risk and reward for this.
RIGHT PRIORITIES

In addition to the above comes the ability
to work out in a credit event situation.The
experience, resources and the combination
of relatively standardised documentation
of lenders in the BSLL market may lead to
a rate of recovery enhancement. A credit
manager’s human resources can come to
the fore in this situation as operational burdens from restructuring and monitoring
the portfolio lead to competing priorities.
A CLO is a securitisation of predominantly BSLLs. Simultaneously, or alternatively, it could be thought of as termfunded credit fund, which benefits from
the properties of BSLLs that we have previously mentioned; syndication, documentation, underlying portfolio liquidity etc.
CLOs are a significant purchaser of BSLLs,
approximately representing 50 percent of
total loans outstanding.
Credit portfolios contained in CLOs
are assembled by well-established credit
managers that tend to be broadly diversified across sector and geography – typically
with over 100 borrowers across 15-plus
industries.The credit assets under management of these managers are generally larger
and so teams of seasoned professionals can
spread the load of credit selection, monitoring and work-out. Furthermore, asset

the collateral first, but in doing so receive
a relatively lower contractual interest
coupon. As one looks at tranches down the
CLO capital structure, expected returns
increase but the priority of claim of the
collateral cashflows reduce.
BSLLs at new issue will typically yield
LIBOR plus 300-500 basis points, whereas
direct lending can potentially have a much
wider range of returns. CLOs allow investors to choose their position in the capital
structure, from AAA to B in terms of debt
securities. There is also a subordinated
equity tranche, which accrues the excess
cashflows. Generally, through the cycle we
see returns and yields in CLOs showing
relative value through the capital structure; from AAA to B. The subordinated
tranche yield to maturity can reach the
Outstanding obligations in
broadly syndicated senior secured teens. In a ratings agency study, which
took data from 1993-2016, European
loan market
CLO tranches from AAA to A faced no
(Morgan Stanley CLO Tracker)
principal or interest impairments. The
12-month impairment rate for all CLO
debt tranches on a historical average basis
Total capital raised by private
is 0.2 percent.
debt funds since 2008
Aside from the previously mentioned
(PDI)
attractive qualities of CLOs, such as relatively attractive credit risk profile, alignof the CLO securities from deals they run. ment of CLO managers with investors of
Another important difference between CLO securities, a full capital structure
BSLL funds and CLOs arises from the backed by a BSLL portfolio, etc, there
composition of the fund’s investor capital. is also an active primary and secondary
Traditional funds comprise a single class market. The secondary market works in
of investor capital, which may be locked- a similar fashion to the corporate bond
in or open-ended, and potentially some market and with over $500 billion-plus in
fund-level leverage provided bilaterally to outstanding paper the market is sizeable.
the fund on a shorter or longer-term basis.
Therefore, in our opinion CLOs make
Conversely, CLOs issue multiple classes for an attractive risk reward proposition.
of listed bonds, or tranches, in a single However, it should be noted that they are a
transaction.The proceeds of these tranches sophisticated product that requires experfinance the purchase of the entire BSLL tise in analysis and trading. Furthermore,
portfolio. These CLO securities are all we think that the latter aspect can add
backed by the same BSLL portfolio (also noticeable value. Serone recommends that
known as CLO collateral), but differ in investors partner with a highly experiterms of relative risk/reward charac- enced, specialist manager in this space in
teristics. Senior tranches receive inter- order to improve the chances of achieving
est and principal cashflows generated by their investment objectives. n
sourcing is a comparatively low-cost activity as the origination route via investments
banks is well-trodden. CLO managers are
paid fees for their management services,
and this is a consideration when investing
in CLOs.
However, these fees are tiered according to performance and performant CLO
managers often have multiple-decade-long
proven track records of loss mitigation –
in excess of broader loan market indices
– that outweigh the cost. Furthermore,
in Europe risk-retention rules require
the CLO manager to hold a proportion

$1.2trn

$1.14trn
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Transatlantic comparisons
Data from Thomson Reuters reveal the extent to which the broader CLO market
is concentrated in North America
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Monthly assets under management have risen to $526bn for US CLOs and €79.5bn for their European equivalents
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VINTAGE SNAPSHOT
CLOs issued in 2014 and beyond make up 86% of CLO AUM in the US
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FRESH STRUCTURES
In Europe, CLOs issued in 2014 and beyond make up 91% of CLO AUM
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FUNDS IN MARKET

Future appetites
A look at the funds currently in market shows that CLO strategies
are still a relatively niche prospect for private debt managers
LEADING THE PACK
Just three funds account for nearly half of capital targeted by the top 10 largest vehicles

NORTH AMERICA

EUROPE
Intermediate Capital
Group St Paul’s CLO VI
($476m)

Angelo Gordon
Commercial Real Estate
Debt Opportunities
Fund ($750m)

York Capital Management Structured
Credit Opportunities Fund ($2bn)

Blackstone GSO Capital
Partners CLO 2016
($475m)

Permira Providus CLO I
($417m)

ASIA-PACIFIC
CIFC 2017-V ($510.5m)

Octagon Credit
Investors CLO Debt
Fund III ($500m)

Oak Hill Advisors
CLO Opportunities
Fund ($400m)

CIFC CLO
Strategic
Partners II
($300m)

United Overseas Bank
United Asia Loan
Funding ($400m)

Source: PDI

MODEST AMBITIONS

AMERICAN VEHICLES

Less than a quarter of CLO-focused funds in market are looking
to raise more than $500m, where disclosed

The lion’s share of capital is being targeted by
North America-focused funds

4.8%

Not disclosed

More than $1bn

4.8%

$750m - $1bn
$500m - $750m

33.3%

14.3%

Less than $250m
Source: PDI

North America

Asia-Pacific
5.8%

Europe

9.5%

22.6%

71.6%

33.3%

$250m - $500m
Source: PDI
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FUTURE OF CLOS

Industry perspectives
From changing investor
appetites to market cycles,
PDI asks a panel of experts
for their outlook on the
major CLO trends

OUR INDUSTRY PANEL
Deborah Shire, head of
structured finance,
AXA Investment Managers
Seth Painter, senior
vice-president of
structured products, Antares
Joyce DeLucca, managing
director and portfolio manager
in the US for high-yield and
syndicated loans,
Hayfin Capital Management

Q

What is your outlook for the CLO
market over the next five years?

DS: We expect the CLO market to continue its
transformation in terms of demand. Over the past
five to six years, the most senior tranches of CLO
have become strategic, long-term asset classes for
large institutional investors. They provide stable
capital for the development of the CLO market
and we expect this to continue. At the junior level,
we believe one can create diversification through
exposure to managers with different styles and
the ability to generate gains through active
management.
SP: The next five years is difficult to predict, but
we believe the cycle will likely play out and it
will be critical for investors to be partnered with
experienced managers with seasoned credit
professionals who’ve worked together through a
cycle. Overall and beyond the next cycle, we believe
the CLO market will continue to be a meaningful
source of financing for leverage loans.
JD: It’s difficult to predict where the market will be
but one thing that we have learned, having gone
through several cycles, including the financial
crisis, is that the CLO structure is robust. It provides
access to a diversified pool of leveraged loans and
offers multiple options to express that exposure
depending on the investor’s risk appetite. It offers
good current income and potentially strong total
return over time in the lower tranches.
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Q

How do you think another global
economic downturn is likely to
impact appetite for CLOs?

DS: In the past 20 years, CLO tranches have
demonstrated their ability to go through economic
downturns without meaningful damages in terms
of credit value. This is the reason large institutions
became strategic investors in this area. We expect
these big players to maintain a growing appetite
for CLO tranches the next time we face an economic
downturn. We have already seen evidence of this in
Q1 2016 with the oil and gas crisis.
SP: CLOs performed well fundamentally relative
to other comparable asset classes during the
crisis. Certainly, mark-to-market investors and
funds realised losses during the crisis. However
fewer MTM vehicles are invested in CLOs postcrisis. The different investor base coupled with
more structural protections/credit enhancement
included in post-crisis deals may help mitigate
losses in the next downturn. Also, expect more
capital raised to source distressed opportunities if
the CLO market does sell off.
JD: The CLO market has remained viable in most
environments with the exception of the two most
severe years of the credit crisis, 2008 and 2009.
Even if the next downturn is milder, there will be
some adjustment. As the market shifts to risk-off,
equity investors demand higher returns, which can
result in a period of lower issuance volume as the
market adjusts. However, in that environment, one
would expect defaults to also be higher and asset
prices to be lower, which is often an attractive time
to be putting portfolios together.

ANALYSIS

Q

What do you think are the biggest
headwinds facing the CLO market
today?

DS: CLOs have always faced a changing arbitrage
for the equity tranche. We capitalise on our
established presence in this market (over 20 years)
to secure access to what we consider first-tier CLO
managers, providing warehouse solutions prior to
the CLO, being able to reach controlling positions,
with good economics terms and adapted CLO
documentations. Although short-term high
cashflows are key to generating performance to
the equity positions we continue to partner with
CLO managers who share our view that a CLO must
maintain cushions to be able to benefit further
from potential market movements.
SP: I believe the biggest headwind facing the
market today is loan supply. Deals are still getting
done, but the most selective managers are
cautiously investing as they look to avoid the more
aggressive pricing and terms.
JD: The current market remains robust for CLO
issuance. The biggest challenge facing portfolio
managers today is access to quality collateral,
given that primary market volumes have been
light. With liability spreads currently range-bound
to slightly wider and stiff competition for assets,
the arbitrage is a little less attractive. We have
had some relief recently as the new-issue market
has picked up, as is typical on a seasonal basis. As
always, managers will differentiate themselves
through credit selection, strong risk controls,
and market relationships that provide access to
collateral, particularly new-issue loans.

Q

In terms of geography, which CLO
market do you think is most
promising and why?

DS: As a global player in the CLO market we
acknowledge the merits of a deep market in the
US but also recognise the good progress made in
Europe. The US offers a greater ability to develop
various strategies (manager style, industry bets)
and to generate gains through trading. However,
the rollback of the risk-retention rules should
increase the supply and the launch of new
platforms that need to be evaluated. The European
CLO markets, thanks to the increasing size of the
European loan markets, have made good progress
in terms of diversification, so much so that today
our portfolios have an increased exposure to
Europe than they did 10 years ago.
SP: Both the US and Euro markets are unique
and can be appealing for different investors. The
US market is clearly more developed and offers a
stronger pipeline with more manager diversity.
The Euro market may offer equity investors more
excess spread and upside.
JD: I wouldn’t characterise either the European
or the US market as better or worse; they are
different. The market for the underlying collateral
is deeper and more liquid in the US, but there are
also good returns to be found in the European
markets. Right now, both markets are experiencing
growth, in both underlying loan volumes as well
as new managers entering the market.

Q

What kinds of LPs do you think
are likely to find CLO funds most
attractive?

DS: Large institutional investors will continue being
long-term investors in the highest rated tranches of
CLO. Although carrying higher risk, some have also
made long-term allocations to CLO equity tranches
recognising the strong performances and income
generated historically as well as the optionality that
these tranches can provide at this point of the cycle.
BB-rated CLO tranches are still mainly the place
for opportunistic investors (ie, classic investment
managers and hedge funds).
SP: Generally, CLOs are appealing to investors who are
looking for floating rate assets, particularly in a rising
rate environment. As it relates to risk-adjusted returns,
CLOs are appealing to many different investor groups
(banks, insurance, asset managers, private equity,
hedge funds). The tranched structure offers a variety
of risk profiles and investors can determine suitability
based on their mandate and return objectives.
JD: Investors looking for current income through
exposure to a diversified pool of leveraged loans can
invest in the various tranches of the CLO depending
on their risk appetite. In recent years we have seen
broader institutional investor acceptance of the
CLO product as an important part of an alternatives
portfolio. I expect that trend to continue in an
environment where investors show strong demand
for current-income products. In the riskier tranches,
investors can achieve strong total returns and excess
spread over comparably rated corporate products,
while at the same time reducing risk through a
diversified pool.
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EUROPEAN INSURERS

Access charges
The EU is looking to insurers to help bring a €150bn boost to
its securitisation market, but CLOs still face swingeing capital
charges. Aaron Woolner reports
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the end of April, with analysts at Dutch
lender Rabobank hailing it as a “gamechanger” for the European asset-backed
security market.
On paper this should provide a knockon boost to a European collateralised
loan market which rebounded into rude
health in 2017. The problem is not all

€235 billion for 2017. This was explicitly
recognised by Valdis Dombrovskis, the
Latvian commissioner for financial stability, who cited the potential for European
securitisation volumes to increase by up
to €150 billion a year when announcing
the change. Initial market reaction was
favourable, to the original consultation at

KNOCK-ON EFFECTS
Revised EU regulations have arguably been a boon to European CLOs
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andwiched between a story on
the European Commission website about halting decline in the
pollinating insect population and a piece
marking a breakthrough in relations
between Armenia and the trade bloc, was
a 1 June change to the Capital Markets
Union structure designed to ease insurer
access to securitised assets. The revised
framework will bring Solvency II, which
regulates Europe’s insurers, treatment of
securitisation broadly in line with its banking equivalent when the CMU comes in
force at the start of January 2019.
The changes to the insurance sector
regulatory treatment are part of broader
moves intended to reboot a European
securitisation market which saw its peak
issuance of €594 billion in 2007, according
to the Association of European Financial
Markets, before falling sharply, with the
industry group reporting figures of just

ANALYSIS

BREAKING BARRIERS
The Capital Markets Union is part of broader plans by the EU to
bolster investment throughout the region
The CMU is an attempt by the European Commission to boost investment flows
between member states from their current patchy levels. Even the most liquid form
of investment – standard mutual funds – has just 37 percent of its products for sale in
more than three of the European Union’s member states, and this figure plummets
to as low as 3 percent for alternative investment funds.
The EC set out its CMU plans to increase capital fungibility and help jump-start
the EU economy in 2015 when it listed 33 tasks to be completed. The list of tasks
covered a wide range of areas, such as expanding funding options for businesses,
rationalising incentives for large and small investors, tackling structural barriers
from diverging tax systems, insolvency regimes and securities laws, and integrating
Europe’s capital markets – all to be done by 1 January, 2019.
One area already complete is another overhaul of the EU’s securitisation regime.
The resulting standard transparent securitisation (STS) framework has been met
with guarded optimism by the market and it remains to be seen if Commission
vice-president Valdis Dombrovskis, who is responsible for the programme, will see
his ambitions to “diversify funding sources for companies, knock down barriers to
investment and increase options for investors” are met.

securitisations are treated equally. The
STS (simple, transparent and standardised)
framework separates securitisations into
three types: senior STS, non-senior STS
and non-STS, with capital charges escalating for each category. So capital charges
for the most highly rated and transparent
securitisations (senior STS), such as those
backed with an underlying portfolio of
car or mortgage loans, have been reduced
from 2.1 percent, to 1 percent per year.
Critically, this is almost identical to the 0.9
percent figure levied on covered bonds with
a similar risk profile.
But while those securitisations which
receive the STS kitemark will be subject
to capital treatment in line with similarly
rated cash instruments – a concession
loudly demanded by the market – the
treatment of non-STS paper remains
harsh. And CLOs sit firmly in the non-STS
bucket. Securities with this appellation face

unchanged capital charges of 12.5 percent
a year – so an insurer holding a five-year
CLO will need put aside 60 percent of the
value of the security at investment. Meaning they won’t.
“[CLOs and CMBS] have basically have
been ignored as their capital charges will
remain unchanged,” says London-based
fund manager Rob Ford, portfolio manager,
at TwentyFour Asset Management, in a note
published at the time of the consultation.
Ford said insurers’ durations and yield
requirements meant that typically they are
more interested in non-STS assets and the
overall effect of these changes on insurance participation in the broader European
securitisation market as a whole would be
muted.
“The huge cliff effects of the current
proposals mean insurance investors are
unlikely to embrace the new STS framework, [so] there is unlikely to be any

significant effect on participation and
therefore pricing.”
But, according to a London-based head
of insurance structuring, that doesn’t necessarily mean bad news for the private debt
market as a whole.
“The latest revisions come as those regulators change their attention from fighting
the last war of what impact securitisations
had on the financial crisis, to the next battle
of getting their economies going. But previous rounds of regulation may have permanently changed insurer behaviour.
“With non-STS assets such as synthetic
CDOs, or CLOs, it makes more sense to
invest directly. This is also true for CMBS.
Insurers have got used to making direct
allocations to private credit – one impact
of the changes may be a reversal of the
disintermediation of banks in this sector.
Or have insurers got a taste for investing
privately?” n
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SAID AND DONE

Looking
back
The soundbites that
captured the CLO market
over the last 12 months,
as reported by PDI

AUGUST 2017
FEBRUARY 2018
well-known sovereign wealth fund-type allo“We saw synthetic CLOs right before the crisis “There are many managers that now view this cators which became active in CLO markets
when the market was really heated. Yet so far as a competitive advantage. There is no single subsequent to the introduction of risk retenwe are not seeing that. It will be interesting view on this and it’s quite nuanced, but for tion regulation”
to see how that structure will play with Dodd- larger firms that can raise capital relatively Oliver Wriedt, former co-CEO of CIFC,
Frank requirements that inhibit managers’ easily, risk retention has ultimately had a on the Asian market
ability to bet against their investors, because positive result”
in a true synthetic CLO you have a hedge with Sean Solis, partner at law firm Dechert, on “The wild card that people are worried about is
the potential to work against other investors. the prospect of tighter risk retention rules weakening documentation and creditor rights,
But just because there are challenges doesn’t
and aggressive assumptions by underwriters
mean synthetic CLOs can’t be structured again” MARCH 2018
in loans. Investors are desperate for yield, and
Deborah Festa, Los Angeles-based part- “We have seen a number of very large, sophis- issuers are getting increasingly aggressive
ner at law firm Millbank, on synthetic CLOs ticated Asian investors investing in CLO about removing traditional creditor rights
equity really for the first time, via a variety in documentation”
“We expect Europe to be an area of growth, of risk retention vehicles. That is not unique Wade O’Brien, managing director for
although likely not as fast-paced as a US CLO to the Asia-Pacific region, but there are cer- capital markets research at Cambridge
platform”
tainly a number of examples. There are very Associates, on the potential weakening of

Anthony Munk, senior managing director at Onex, discussing European CLOs on
an earnings call

underwriting and creditor rights in CLOs
APRIL 2018

“Alongside new issuances, the European CLO
market could see another busy pipeline in
terms of refinancing and resets, driven by CLO
spreads tightening and the need to reduce
funding costs in light of tightening spreads
on underlying assets”

JANUARY 2018

“In the year ahead, broadly syndicated loan
investors’ willingness to lend to small companies, as well as borrowers with high leverage
and low debt cushions, will drive continued
weakening in portfolio credit quality among
the [broadly syndicated] CLOs we rate in 2018”

Moody’s senior vice-president Danielle
Nazarian looking ahead to 2018
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Wriedt: seeing more Asian investors

Francoise Devenoges, portfolio manager at Man GLG, the discretionary investment management business of Man Group,
on European deals. n
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